
 

 

The BEST® of Both Worlds: Performance that stands out. Design that blends in. 
BEST’s CP5 Insert Series combine industry-leading power and endless personality for designers 

 

HARTFORD, Wis. (January 17, 2019) – When was the last time you walked into a kitchen and felt 

something? Range hoods are one of the most underrated, yet essential appliances. All too often, 

designers have to adjust their kitchen vision in order to accommodate area regulations and proper 

ventilation. BEST’s CP5 Insert Series of code-compliant hoods literally insert themselves into any 

configuration, enabling designers to express individuality without sacrificing power and performance. 

CP5 inserts by BEST offer performance that stands out in a design that blends in. This low-profile power 

pack houses the quietest, best performing energy efficient ventilation available today. Whether the 

kitchen style includes a bold, statement range hood, or smooth, clean lines, the CP5 series discretely 

inserts into any unique design to protect kitchen structures and eliminate airborne dangers with the 

fastest smoke and order removal available in a range hood.   

*Design Credit: HGTV’s Windy City Rehab’s Alison Victoria  

 

“With BEST Range Hoods, I have the best of both worlds,” said Alison Victoria, Designer, Developer, and 

star of HGTV’s Windy City Rehab. “CP5 inserts by BEST bring kitchen design to another level. They give me 

the opportunity to view each space like a blank canvas and allow me to bring any idea to life.” 

The sheer power behind the CP5 inserts comes from the BEST iQ Blower System™ housed in each unit. 

The iQ Blower System is up to two times quieter than competitive blowers, making BEST inserts the 

quietest in their class, at any speed. The iQ Blower is also 30% faster than the competition at removing 

smoke and odors and is up to 22 times more energy efficient than other high-performance range hoods.  



 

 

The iQ Blower System features state-of-the-art technology with operational flexibility that easily adapts to 

CFM and circulation codes in three different modes: 

• Full-rated performance, assured by the Guaranteed Performance System (GPS) 

technology and the use of specified duct sizes. At the push of a button, the hood self-

calibrates to the installation, allowing the blower to go into work ensuring optimal CFM is 

achieved and meets the ratings specified.  

• Peak Performance in restricted or limited duct installations is possible with the use of 

GPS. If the duct system design requires smaller sizes than recommened, iQ takes into 

account the duct restrictions and calibrates to the highest (peak) CFM possible. That 

means the performance level achieved is significantly greater than that of standard 

hoods without the iQ System. The iQ blower can be recalibrated at any time to ensure 

the range hood is delivering the performance you expect.  

• Standard Performance enables you to install and use the range hood at factory settings. 

This delivers the performance found in our standard high pressure blowers which have 

led the industry for decades.  

“We are so excited to offer designers the flexibility to be as creative as they want, without compromising 

indoor air quality,” said Craig LaFontaine, National Sales Director. “We truly believe every homeowner 

should own a home that reflects their personal style, and these products make it possible for them to do 

so while also enjoying the highest indoor air quality.” 

The CP5 series by BEST will be on display at this year’s International Builders’ Show, happening January 

21-23 in Las Vegas. 

 

About BEST®, BROAN® and NuTone® 

BEST® is a registered trademark of Broan-NuTone LLC.  BROAN® is North America's leading manufacturer and 

distributor of residential ventilation products including range hoods, ventilation fans, heater/fan/light 

combination units, balanced ventilation systems (IAQ), built-in heaters, and attic ventilators. NuTone® is a 

registered trademark of Broan-NuTone LLC, and manufactures and distributes residential built-in convenience 

products including door chimes, central vacuum systems, ceiling fans, intercom systems, ironing centers and 

ventilation fans.  BROAN® is proud to be an ENERGY STAR® partner. 
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